
When will my child move over to the
Preschool class?

There are several factors and milestones that we observe and look for in a child
before we consider phasing them from the Toddler Class into the Preschool Class.

Important factors Kinder Haus considers ready for moving up to the
Preschool Class:

★ Going to sleep independently. Does not need to be held, patted, or rocked.
★ Communicates wants and needs either verbally or with sign language.
★ Sits for meal times without getting up from the table for the entire duration of a

meal time.
★ Only eats off of their own plate.  No longer attempts to eat food off of the plate

or napkin of a friend sitting next to them.
★ Shows interest in sitting for brief circle times without interrupting other children

in the circle.
★ Comes when called/follows the group.

*Transition will also be determined  based on available space.  Children are not advanced to the next
class based on age order of their peers.

When will my child move over to the
Prek-K/Kindergarten Classroom?

There are several factors and milestones that we observe and look for in a child
before we consider phasing them from the Preschool Classroom into the
Pre-K/Kindergarten Classroom.

Important factors Kinder Haus considers ready for moving up to the
Pre-K/Kindergarten Class:

★ Goes to sleep independently--does not need to be patted or rocked. Rests
quietly for at least 30 minutes on nap mat without disturbing others

★ Can independently dress and undress themselves head to toe
★ In underwear 100% of the day (No bathroom accidents, No pull-ups)
★ Able to toilet independently--including wiping after bowel movements
★ Shows interest and pays attention for circle times-- does not attempt to disturb

friends while circle time is going on
★ Cooperates/comes when called/follows the group, and accepts direction from

teachers

*Transition will also be determined  based on available space.  Children are not advanced to the next
class based on age order of their peers.


